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NINTENDO - Presentation of New Products coming out from Summer 2016 up to
2017
La Villa Emerige in PARIS

PARIS - LOS ANGELES, 12.08.2016, 11:24 Time

USPA NEWS - At La Villa Emerige in PARIS on June 24, were presented the new Products NINTENDO. A new line to be released
this Summer up to 2017. It was a success and since NINENDO do not stop to impress us announcing the following :
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- BoxBoyBoy : Puzzle Platformer. Was launched on June 30, 2016. Put every box to use to beat more than 120 new levels in this boxy
sequel.

- Dragon Quest VII : Role-Playing Game. To be launched on September 2016. Rebuilt from the ground up to the Nintendo 3DS
system. Rebuilt visuals and a complete retelling of the story.

- Ever Oasis : Action-Adventure Role Playing Game. To be launched in 2017. As a chosen seedling, your mision is to build a
prosperous Oasis by working with your partner, Isuna. Explore a savage desert, deep caves, and puzzle-filled dungeons.

- Mario Party Star Rush : Party stlyle. To be launched on October 7, 2016. Up to four players can simultaneously roll and move freely
aound a map. Choose from multiple boards in different worlds, each with tricky boss battles.

- Paper Mario Color Splash : Action-Adventure game set on mysterious prism island (Wii U). To be launched on October 7, 2016. Only
Paper Mario can solve the mystery by restoring the island's vanishing colors with his new Paint Hammer and the Powerful Battle Cards
up his sleeves.

- Pokemon Sun & Pokemon Moon : Role Playing Game. To be launched on November 23, 2016. Embark as a Pokemon Trainer and
catch, battle and trade all-new Pokemon on the tropical islands of the Alola Region. Allows one to four players.

- Rythm Heaven Megamix : Rhythm Music. To be launched on October 21, 2016. Allows up to four players. Features updated rhythms
games from the Game Boy Advance, Wii and Nintendo DS Rhythm Heaven Games. Includes more than 70 rhythm games, the most in
the series.

- Runbow Pocket : Platformer. To be launched Fall 2016. The world changes with each swipe of color so players have to think fast to
beat hundreds of performing challenges. Tons of unlockable costumes and content, as well as 19 guest characters from other
developers.

- Sonic Boom Fire and Ice : Platformer. To be launched on September 30, 2016. Up to two players (multi card). This is the direct
sequel to 'Sonic Boom : Shattered Crystal' released in 2014 on Nintendo 3DS. Part of the Sonic franchise, Sonic Boom games are
based on TV series of the same name.

- Axiom Verge : Retro 2D Action-Adventure. To be launched on second semester 2016. Retro-style Action-platform-exploration game
done in a 16-bit style and was heavily influenced by games like Metroid, Contra, Master Blaster, and other classics, but with very
modern design sensibilities.  

- Jotun (Thunder Lotus Game) : Action-Exploration. To be launched in Summer 2016. It is a hand-drawn action-exploration game set
in Norse mythology. You play Tohra, a wiking warrior who died in inglorious death and must prove herself to the Gods to enter
Valhalla.



- Severed : Action-RPG. To be launched in Summer 2016. Sasha is a one-armed heroine, wielding a living sword on her journey
throuh a nightmare world in search of her family. Gain abilities by wearing armor pieces that are created from the remains of defeated
Boss monsters.

- The Legend of Zelda : Breath of the Wild : Action RPG. To be launched in 2017. Answer the call of Nature to save Hyrule. For the first
time, explore the kingdom of Hyrule, bigger than ever, as you wish on foot or riding a horse. More than 100 sanctuaries to explore,
many dungeons.... Many enigmas asking for common sens and intuition to escape traps and win numerous things and awards.
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